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Despite the growing importance of droplet-based microfluidics in high-throughput experimentation, few

current methods allow the sensitive measurement of absorbance within rapidly moving droplets. To ad-

dress this significant limitation, we herein present the application of differential detection photothermal

interferometry (DDPI) for single-point absorbance quantification in pL- and fL-volume droplets. To assess

the efficacy of our approach, we initially measure absorbance in 100 pL droplets at frequencies in excess

of 1 kHz and determine a detection limit of 1.4 μmol L−1 for Erythrosin B (A = 3.8 × 10−4). Subsequently, we

apply the method to the analysis of fL-volume droplets and droplets generated at frequencies in excess of

10 kHz. Finally, we demonstrate the utility of DDPI as a detection scheme for colorimetric assays. Specifi-

cally, we extract the Michaelis–Menten constant for the reaction of β-galactosidase and chlorophenol-red-

β-D-galactopyranoside and monitor the metabolomic activity of a population of HL-60 cells at the single

cell level. Results establish single-point absorbance detection as a powerful, sensitive and rapid alternative

to fluorescence for a wide range of assays within segmented flows.

Recent years have seen the establishment of droplet-based
microfluidic systems as exceptional tools for high throughput
experimentation in the biological and chemical sciences,1–7

providing for significant improvements in analytical through-
put, assay efficiency (through enhanced heat and mass-trans-
port), unit cost and operational flexibility. That said, the effi-
cient detection, quantitation and analysis of molecular
species remains a significant challenge due to the small sam-
ple volumes and reduced optical path-lengths associated with
microfluidic environments.8 To date, the vast majority of
studies utilizing microfluidic tools employ laser-induced fluo-
rescence as the detection modality of choice. The popularity
of fluorescence detection owes much to its facile integration
with microfluidic-based formats, its exquisite sensitivity
(down to the single-molecule level), high information content
and ability to operate on ultra-short timescales (thus allowing
access to rapidly occurring processes).9–14 That said, photo-
bleaching, quenching and saturation effects often pose signif-
icant challenges to the extraction of quantitative information
when performing time-integrated measurements.15–17 More-

over, the efficient use of fluorescence-based detection at low
analyte concentrations requires the presence of molecules
with high fluorescence quantum efficiencies. Although the
number of synthetic fluorophores available to the experimen-
talist is vast, and almost any biological, chemical or physical
process can be monitored through the addition of a fluores-
cent moiety, this always presents an intrusion to the system
under study. In this respect, it is clearly desirable to develop
alternative detection strategies that provide for the rapid and
sensitive detection of analyte molecules in a label-free
manner.18,19

UV-visible absorption spectroscopy is widely used in chem-
ical analysis for the quantitative determination of molecular
species, either through the measurement of light attenuation
at the resonant wavelength of a chromophore or indirectly
through colorimetric assays. Its operational and instrumental
simplicity has made it extremely popular for a diversity of
macro- and microscale applications (since the majority of
small molecules exhibit appreciable absorption in the UV
and visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum).20 More-
over, when compared to fluorescence-based techniques, ab-
sorbance spectroscopy is less susceptible to bleaching and
saturation, due to the higher photostability of non-
fluorescent analytes and the associated rapid relaxation ki-
netics.21 However, the performance and application of absor-
bance spectroscopy within microfluidic systems is
compromised by reduced optical pathlengths, which directly
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impact both sensitivity and concentration detection limits.22

This issue is especially problematic when probing pL-volume
droplets moving at high linear velocities through microfluidic
channels, and has severely limited the application of absor-
bance spectroscopy in microfluidic environments. To date,
two main approaches have been used to overcome pathlength
issues in droplet-based microfluidic systems. The first relies
on modifying the fluidic path to stretch the droplet and in-
crease the optical pathlength by using Z- or U-shaped chan-
nel structures.23–26 Such approaches typically access concen-
tration detection limits in the high micromolar range. In
contrast, multi-pass and cavity enhanced techniques increase
the effective optical pathlength by directing the optical beam
multiple times through the analyte solution, yielding detec-
tion limits in the nanomolar range,27–30 but at the expense of
infrastructural and fluidic complexity. Additionally, it should
not be forgotten that performance may be enhanced by incor-
porating on-chip optical components, such as micro-lenses
and apertures, which act to both reduce stray light and in-
crease the effective optical pathlength.31 Significantly how-
ever, to date there has not been any report of a method that
is able to quantify absorbance in droplets at the kilohertz fre-
quencies typically used in microfluidic experiments.

Herein, we present the use of D_ifferential D_etection P_hoto-
thermal I_nterferometry (DDPI), a technique recently intro-
duced in our laboratories, as a method for high-throughput,
high-sensitivity absorbance detection in microdroplets.32 As
we will describe, DDPI allows for quantitative, single-point
absorbance detection in fL-pL volume droplets at speeds and
with detection limits comparable to fluorescence. Photo-
thermal spectroscopies, involving the optical detection of
heat released by non-radiative relaxation of an excited-state
species, are particularly well suited for application in micro-
fluidic and nanofluidic environments due to their exceptional
sensitivity in detecting absorbing species such as single
nanoparticles and molecules.33,34 Unlike techniques based
on light attenuation, signals in photothermal spectroscopies
are only weakly dependent on the optical pathlength, making
them highly suitable for integration with microfluidic chan-
nels. Surprisingly, there have not been any reports describing
the application of photothermal spectroscopies to the high-
throughput analysis of droplets. We attribute this state of af-
fairs to a number of challenges associated with such
measurements.

First, at the droplet generation frequencies typical of
microfluidic systems droplets will reside in the excitation vol-
ume for less than a millisecond. Accordingly, the measure-
ment bandwidth must be large enough to capture the passing
droplet and the excitation laser frequency high enough for
the fluid to be quasi-stationary with respect to the oscillation
of the thermal lens. Second, transiting droplets may intro-
duce significant noise (at frequencies up to several tens of
kilohertz) depending on the droplet generation frequency. Fi-
nally, even when using refractive index matched continuous
and discrete phases, a passing droplet will introduce a signif-
icant phase shift of the probe beam, which will interfere with

noise cancellation in interferometric methods.35 Herein, we
describe the use of DDPI in droplet-based absorbance mea-
surements and discuss how the aforementioned challenges
can be nullified in a simple and direct fashion. Moreover, we
explore accessible detection limits (in both pL- and fl-volume
droplets) and apply the method to two high-throughput col-
orimetric assays.

Results and discussion

As previously described, DDPI allows the quantitative extrac-
tion of absorbance based on a phase shift caused by the
photothermal effect.32 Briefly, a probe beam of a wavelength
not absorbed by the analyte (632 nm in the current case) is
split into a probe and a reference arm. An intensity modu-
lated excitation beam of a wavelength resonant with an ab-
sorption band of the analyte (532 or 460 nm in the current
case) propagates collinearly with the probe arm. A micro-
scope objective focuses the probe arm into the centre of a
microfluidic channel carrying droplets and the reference arm
at the side of the channel (Fig. 1a). After transit through the
microfluidic device, the probe and reference beams are col-
lected and superimposed. Subsequently, a polarizing beam
splitter projects the vertical and horizontal polarization com-
ponents onto two amplified photodiodes connected to the
differential input of a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier
demodulates the voltage induced by the incoming light to
provide the photothermal signal. This signal is linearly de-
pendent on the optical path difference between the probe
and reference arms (introduced by the photothermal effect)
and therefore on the analyte concentration. The polarization
states of probe and reference arm as well as the final super-
position are chosen to provide exclusive sensitivity to the
phase of the photothermal signal. Fig. 1b contains a sche-
matic of the entire setup, indicating the polarization state of
radiation as it propagates through the interferometer.

Droplets passing the reference arm induce an additional
phase shift, which is much larger than the photothermal sig-
nal itself. We observe this phase shift and thus the time dur-
ing which the droplets reside in the excitation laser (indepen-
dent of analyte concentration) in the DC signal entering the
lock-in amplifier prior to demodulation. To ensure linearity
of the signal and efficient noise cancellation, the second Wol-
laston prism is aligned to provide a phase shift of π when a
droplet is in the probe beam path (i.e. the phase sensitive
alignment is corrected for the phase shift induced by the
droplets). We can use the DC signal for low concentrations,
where the direct identification of droplets from the photo-
thermal signal is not possible. In such a case, we identify the
beginning and end of each droplet from the DC signal, with
the photothermal signal extracted from the corresponding
period in the demodulated photothermal trace (Fig. S1†). The
periodic phase shift caused by droplets also introduces signif-
icant noise originating at the droplet generation frequency,
with harmonics spanning several tens of kilohertz. Accord-
ingly, it is important to choose an excitation modulation
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frequency high enough to prevent “leakage” of droplet-
induced oscillations into the measurement bandwidth.

Method validation

To confirm the linear dependence of the photothermal signal
on analyte concentration, evaluate concentration detection

limits and estimate the measurement error, we analyzed 100
pL-volume droplets containing Erythrosin B diluted in Tris
buffer (2 mmol L−1, pH 9.0, ε532 = 78 000 ± 1200 L cm−1

mol−1). Analyte concentrations were varied between 0 and 88
μmol L−1 at frequencies up to 1 kHz within in a 35 × 50 μm
cross-section microfluidic channel (device designs and experi-
mental details are provided in section S2†). At a frequency of

Fig. 1 DDPI for high-throughput absorbance measurements in droplets. (a) Beam spot alignment for droplet absorbance measurements with re-
spect to a microfluidic channel. (b) Schematic drawing of the setup used in this work. WP: Wollaston prism, HWP: half-wave plate, PBS: polarizing
beam splitter, PD: photodiode. The white letters in the beams indicate their polarization state. D: diagonal, V: vertical, H: horizontal, R: right-circu-
lar, L: left-circular polarized.

Fig. 2 Calibration experiments to determine detection limits of DDPI. (a) and (b) Dependence of the average photothermal signal on Erythrosin B
concentration from 0 to 88 μmol L−1 at a droplet frequency of 1 kHz. The standard errors are smaller than the markers. Histograms of all signals
are plotted on the y-axes. (c) Determination of the detection limit of DDPI for droplet absorbance at a droplet frequency of 700 Hz. Black error
bars correspond to the standard deviation of individual droplet signals and red error bars to the standard deviation when averaging over 10 drop-
lets at a time. The adjusted r-square of each linear fit in (a)–(c) is larger than 0.99. Standard deviations were determined from the signals of at least
10000 droplets. The linear fit in (c) excludes the point at 0 μmol L−1. (d) Frequencies for each experiment as detailed in the table in (e).
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1 kHz the droplets spend approximately 400 μs within the de-
tection probe volume. The concentration of the droplets is
adjusted directly on-chip by mixing streams of stock
erythosin B solution and buffer at the desired ratios. A 532
nm laser modulated at 100 kHz is used as the excitation
source. To reduce scattering artefacts and facilitate analysis
of the DC time trace, a refractive index matched continuous
phase (containing two parts FC-40 with 1% Raindance surfac-
tant and one part 1,3-bisĲtrifluoromethyl)-5-bromobenzene) is
used in all experiments.36 For each concentration, signals are
collected from at least 10 000 droplets to determine the mean
signal and standard deviation. Fig. 2 reports the results of
such calibration measurements. The mean photothermal sig-
nal varies linearly with concentration over the entire concen-
tration range investigated (Fig. 2a and b) with standard devia-
tions between 2 and 4.4 μV; close to the estimated shot noise
of approximately 1 μV. We attribute any excess variance in
the photothermal signal, especially at higher concentrations,
to the limited dosing precision of syringe pumps.

Subsequently, droplets containing analyte at concentra-
tions between 0 to 1 μmol L−1 and at a generation frequency
of approximately 720 Hz (corresponding to a 900 μs droplet
residence time in the probe volume) were used to determine
the concentration detection limit of the system (Fig. 2c). In
this experiment, relative concentration variations are negligi-
ble and a measurement error of 1.8 μV is consistently ob-
served. The background signal for empty droplets is 10.0 ±
2.2 μV. Significantly, this leads to a detection limit of 1.4
μmol L−1 Erythrosin B (16 μV) with an attenuation coefficient
of 0.11 cm−1 for individual droplets. Considering that the op-
tical pathlength (through a droplet) is at most 35 μm, the
minimum detectable absorbance (A) is 3.8 × 10−4. Such a de-
tection limit is approximately one order of magnitude higher
than the best (chip-based) fluorescence detector at compara-
ble droplet frequencies, if normalized to the droplet diame-
ter.10 A more sophisticated setup incorporating orthogonal
line confocal excitation and single-photon avalanche photodi-
ode detection has reported a concentration detection limit of
250 pM in 30 μm droplets, but at significantly lower droplet
frequencies (60 Hz). Indeed, droplet generation frequencies
essentially define the limits for fluorescence detection in
droplets without resorting to significant alterations of chan-
nel structure.11 To further decrease detection limits in our
system it is possible either to slow down droplets (thus de-
creasing the necessary measurement bandwidth) or to aver-
age signals over multiple droplets. We illustrate this by aver-
aging the signal over ten droplets at a time (shown by the red
error bars in Fig. 2c). This approach leads to a detection limit
of 570 nmol L−1 (12 μV), and despite the loss of single droplet
information, is valuable in applications where analyte con-
centrations in the droplets are constant over multiple
droplets.

To demonstrate quantitative individual droplet detection,
six equally large populations of droplets containing 0, 20, 40,
60, 80 and 100 μmol L−1 Erythrosin B were generated and
then combined in a random fashion off-chip. Subsequently,

the mixed population was reinjected into a 30 × 50 μm cross-
section microfluidic channel integrated with DDPI. The
resulting histogram of droplet signals provided in Fig. 3
unmistakeably identifies the six underlying component
populations. We believe that some exchange of analyte be-
tween the droplets during storage causes a slight broadening
of the signal distributions within the different populations.
Importantly, the occupancy of the individual populations is
in excellent agreement with the theoretical value of 16.7%.
This result confirms that our method is highly valuable in ap-
plications requiring long-term incubation off-chip prior to de-
tection (for example, in directed evolution experiments) or
within combinatorial assays.37,38

Analysis of small droplets and
droplets moving at high linear flow
velocities

The quantitative analysis of fL volume droplets is of signifi-
cant importance in a range of large-scale experimental appli-
cations, such as digital microfluidics and single enzyme (or
bacteria) screening, since analyte concentrations scale in-
versely with droplet volume. In these applications, the ability
to assay large numbers of droplets is essential in obtaining
statistically significant data, with the low detection limit of
DDPI being necessary for binary classification and
sorting.39,40 Since DDPI signals do not depend on the optical
pathlength to any appreciable extent, with the largest part of
the phase shift being generated in the focal point of the
probe laser, droplet size will only weakly influence the photo-
thermal signal as long as droplets remain larger than the fo-
cal volume (approximately 1 fL). In fact, small droplets are in
some respects favourable, since the optical path difference
between probe and reference beam introduced by the drop-
lets decreases with droplet size, therefore causing less inter-
ference. To demonstrate such behaviour, we produced drop-
lets containing 40 μmol L−1 Erythrosin B and motivated them
through a 5 × 4 μm cross-section channel. Individual droplets
in this case are approximately 120 fL in volume, generated at
a frequency of 996 ± 9 Hz and have a residence time of 250 ±
4 μs in the detection probe volume. To match the refractive
index of droplets and the continuous phase (silicone oil, 10
cSt), 53% (w/w) glycerol and 47% (w/w) 2 mmol L−1 Tris
buffer comprise the analyte solution. Refractive index
matching via addition of a high refractive index liquid to the
continuous phase is not possible since the refractive index of
silicone oil is higher than water. The switch to a silicone oil
continuous phase (which has a higher viscosity than FC-40)
facilitates the production of monodisperse fL-volume drop-
lets at frequencies below 10 kHz and at high water-to-oil ra-
tios. Fig. 4a presents a section of the time trace of the photo-
thermal signal and Fig. 4b illustrates a histogram of the
collected photothermal signals. It can be seen that apprecia-
ble noise is observed between droplets (due to the large
bandwidth of the measurement), but it is important to note
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that this noise does not influence the achievable detection
limits. As described previously, the relative phases of the two
interferometer arms are aligned to ensure maximal noise can-
cellation when a droplet resides within the probe beam. Ac-
cordingly, the interferometer is out of alignment with the
probe beam when passing between droplets, and thus negli-
gible noise cancellation takes place. The average signal over
all 21 483 droplets is 2.64 ± 0.02 mV (A = 1.3 × 10−3). The
higher photothermal signal compared to the calibration ex-
periment originates from a higher incident probe laser power

on the photodiodes together with a larger temperature coeffi-
cient of the refractive index in glycerol. The relative standard
deviation of 0.8% in this experiment is in excellent agree-
ment with calibration experiments at a concentration of 44
μmol L−1, where we obtained a relative error of 0.9%. This re-
sult confirms a detection limit of 1.4 μmol L−1 Erythrosin B
in the case of fL-volume droplets.

For measurements up to a droplet frequency of 1 kHz, a
laser modulation frequency of 100 kHz is sufficient, both in
terms of the fluid flow effect on the thermal lens and

Fig. 3 Random reinjection and detection of six droplet populations with different concentrations of Erythrosin B. (a) Time-trace of the photo-
thermal signal showing the different signal levels of the droplets. (b) Histogram of photothermal signal of the individual droplets clearly revealing
the six populations. The numbers above the triangles indicate the percent of droplets below the indicated signal level.

Fig. 4 Analysis of small droplets and droplets moving at high linear flow velocities. (a) Time trace of the photothermal signal and (b) histogram of
individual droplet signals for 120 fL droplets containing 40 μmol L−1 Erythrosin B. The droplets propagate at a frequency of about 1 kHz. (c) Time
trace of the photothermal signal and (d) histogram of individual droplet signals for droplets passing the excitation beam with a frequency of 10.7
kHz containing 20 μmol L−1 methyl orange.
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separation of the measurement bandwidth from noise caused
by the droplets. To allow measurements at even higher drop-
let frequencies the modulation of the excitation laser was in-
creased to 1 MHz. Since the 532 nm laser is limited to 100
kHz at full extinction ratio, it was replaced with a faster 460
nm diode laser, with a 20 μmol L−1 methyl orange solution in
water (ε460 = 25 400 ± 300 L cm−1 mol−1) being used as the an-
alyte. Using the same device and continuous phase as in the
calibration experiments, we generated 100 pL-volume drop-
lets at a frequency of 10.7 ± 0.3 kHz, corresponding to a drop-
let residence time in the probe volume of 46 ± 3 μs. Using
this setup the absorbance of 172 570 individual droplets (A =
2.5 × 10−4) were measured in 16 seconds, yielding an average
photothermal signal of 564 ± 14 μV. Fig. 4c and d illustrate
an exemplar time trace and frequency histogram of all sig-
nals. The relative standard deviation of 2.5% remains excep-
tionally low but is higher than in previous experiments due
to a larger measurement bandwidth. The signal error to-
gether with the high sensitivity and speed of our method has
the potential to replace fluorescence in applications such as
droplet sorting, allowing sharp distinction between two or
more droplet populations.

On-chip colorimetric assays

To demonstrate the application of DDPI to more relevant and
complex biological problems, we performed colorimetric as-

says monitoring the reaction between β-galactosidase (a blue-
white screening reporter monitoring gene expression) and
chlorophenol-red-β-D-galactopyranoside at room
temperature.41–43 Specifically, enzyme and substrate (diluted
to different concentrations) were mixed off-chip. To allow for
data collection at different time points, the microfluidic de-
vice integrates several interrogation points separated by delay
lines. Initial reaction rates were extracted for each substrate
concentration from a plot of signal versus time by fitting to
the Michaelis–Menten equation, v = vmaxĳS]/(KM + [S])
(Fig. 5a and b). Here, v is the reaction rate, vmax the maximal
reaction rate, [S] the substrate concentration and KM the
Michaelis–Menten constant. From such a fit we determined a
Michaelis–Menten constant of 990 μmol L−1. Bulk experi-
ments performed using a benchtop spectrometer (Fluoromax-
4, Jobin Yvon Technologies) yield a value of 910 μmol L−1,
which is in excellent agreement with the microfluidic data
(ESI† S3).

Droplet-based microfluidic systems are ideal platforms for
performing high-throughput experiments at the single-cell
level,44,45 since individual cells can be encapsulated with de-
fined amounts of reagent or substrate in a controllable man-
ner. Such an approach combined with DDPI accordingly al-
lows the performance of single cell colorimetric assays in
applications such as directed evolution and drug, growth fac-
tor or toxin screening.46 To this end, we used DDPI to deter-
mine the metabolic activity distribution within a population

Fig. 5 Colorimetric assays performed in droplets using DDPI as detector. (a) Signal vs. time plot to extract initial rates of reaction for the reaction
between β-D-galactosidase and chlorophenol-red-β-D-galactopyranoside. The markers are larger than one standard deviation of the individual
droplet signals. The substrate concentrations corresponding to the fits are 0, 100, 200, 400, 600 and 800 μmol L−1. the signals at time zero vary
due to background absorbance of unreacted substrate. (b) Michaelis–Menten plot of the obtained rate constants and fit of the Michaelis–Menten
equation. (c) Histogram of all droplet signals obtained in the single-cell metabolomics activity assay using the cell proliferation reagent WST-1. The
droplets with a signal higher than 6.5 × 10−4 contain cells. (d) Histogram of the cell containing droplets. The black curve is a fit of a lognormal dis-
tribution to the data.
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of HL-60 cells. Briefly, we encapsulated cells (experimentally
determined viability immediately before the experiment
>99%) with the cell proliferation reagent WST-1 (Roche Diag-
nostics) and adjusted the cell concentration to yield an occu-
pancy (droplets containing one or more cells) of approxi-
mately 20%. Droplets were incubated on-chip using delay
chambers for a period of 20 minutes, and subsequently
probed at 460 nm. The use of delay chambers prevent varia-
tions in reaction time between droplets, so that any differ-
ences in the photothermal signal are exclusively due to differ-
ences in activity.47 WST-1 reacts via an electron-mediator
with mitochondrial succinate-tetrazolium reductase forming
a Formazan dye, which reports metabolic activity of the cell
through variations in absorbance.48 Importantly, reagent
does not enter the cells to a significant extent, ensuring mini-
mal toxicity and allowing long-term incubation. Analysis of
absorbance signals from 53 248 individual droplets yields the
frequency histograms presented in Fig. 5c and d. These data
indicate that 18.1% (9632 droplets) have an absorbance value
distinct from an empty droplet. This fraction corresponds
well with the experimental cell occupancy determined via
brightfield imaging (of 0.23 cells per droplet). The signal dis-
tribution of cell-containing droplets reveals a log-normal dis-
tribution as is expected for intra-cellular reaction dynamics.49

We attribute minor deviations from a lognormal distribution
to the fact that about 10% of the droplets containing cells are
doubly occupied. Importantly, since a wealth of absorbance-
based assays are now commercially available for screening
cells, enzymes and bacteria, such assays can be directly trans-
ferred to our microfluidic platform for operation in high-
throughput.

In conclusion, we have presented DDPI as a sensitive,
rapid and label-free detection method for use with droplet-
based microfluidic systems. Initial calibration studies con-
firm the utility of DDPI in content analysis with a detection
limit of 1.4 μmol L−1 at a frequency of 1 kHz. Concentration
detection limits could be further reduced to nM levels
through simple averaging over droplets. The unprecedented
sensitivity of DDPI also allows single point absorbance mea-
surements of femtoliter droplets or droplets produced at fre-
quencies in excess of 10 kHz. Since no modifications to stan-
dard single-layer microfluidic networks are necessary, single
point DDPI measurements represent a powerful and high-
efficiency alternative to fluorescence-based detection in mo-
lecular analysis. Achievable measurement frequencies and de-
tection limits mean that absorbance-based methods can for
the first time be employed in applications where fluorescence
detection currently dominates (such as directed evolution of
enzymes, enzyme kinetics, droplet sorting and single cell
analysis38,50,51). The colorimetric assays presented for the
analysis of enzyme kinetics and single cell activity provide
compelling examples of possible applications.

We envision a variety of future applications for DDPI
that take advantage of its unique capabilities. The
pathlength independence of DDPI allows for the detection
of analytes in a “volume independent” manner, which in

turn enables large-scale, digital enzymatic assays in
femtoliter droplets through colorimetric monitoring at kHz
frequencies. Moreover, the ability to perform precise, rapid
yet miniaturized assays will prove invaluable not only in a
variety of directed evolution applications, but also for ex-
ploring metagenomic and genomic library diversity. Build-
ing on the model single cell activity assay presented
herein it will be possible to monitor the effects of drugs,
toxins or other stresses on cell metabolism at the single
cell level and in high throughput. The combination of sin-
gle cell detection with low concentration drug dosing is a
highly promising approach for understanding the effects
of therapeutic treatments as part of early stage drug can-
didate screens and personalized medicine therapies that
could otherwise be missed in bulk cell population
analyses.

Methods
Differential detection photothermal interferometry

The beam of a 632 nm HeNe laser (21.5 mW) is spatially
filtered, expanded and its polarization adjusted to diagonal.
Intensity modulated light from a 532 nm solid-state laser
(120 mW) is spatially filtered, expanded and its polarization
adjusted to vertical. Both beams are combined at a dichroic
mirror before entering a Wollaston prism, with the optic
axes of its crystals oriented at ±π/4 with respect to the po-
larization of the red beam. The prism splits and directs the
red beam into the reference and probe arm of an interfer-
ometer, with equal intensity and perpendicular polarization,
and the green beam is directed collinear with the probe
arm. A 4f-system constructed from a scan and a tube lens
couples the light into a microscope objective (NA 0.75, 40×)
resulting in two focal volumes laterally separated by approx-
imately 40 μm. The focal volume corresponding to the
probe arm lies at the centre of a microfluidic channel car-
rying droplets to be analysed, while the reference arm fo-
cuses besides the channel within the substrate material.
The position of the microfluidic channel is adjusted by
mounting the microfluidic device onto a precision
xyz-stage. After transit, a second objective and 4f-system di-
rects the beams into a second Wollaston prism oriented to
superimpose the two arms of the interferometer producing
right-circular polarized light. The light passes a half wave
plate with its fast axis oriented at +π/8 and subsequently a
polarizing beam splitter with its transmission axis oriented
at +π/4 (both orientations with respect to the initial red
beam polarization). Two photodiodes connected to a cur-
rent amplifier (HF2TA, Zurich Instruments, Switzerland)
and differential input of a lock-in amplifier (HF2LI, Zurich
Instruments, Switzerland) receive the two polarization com-
ponents exiting the polarizing beam splitter. The green
beam is intensity modulated via the signal output of the
lock-in amplifier. The demodulated signal as well as the
DC component received by the lock-in are recorded and
analysed off-line using an in-house MatLab® program.
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Microfluidic device fabrication

Microfluidic channel networks are designed using AutoCAD®
and used to generate film or glass photomasks. Master SU-
8 moulds of desired heights are created using conventional
photolithographic techniques that have been described in de-
tail elsewhere.52

Subsequently, a 10 : 1 (w/w) mixture of polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS) and curing agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning,
Midland, USA) is degassed in a desiccator for 45 minutes,
and then spin-coated on the master mould at 350 rpm for
30 seconds. After allowing the PDMS layer to equilibrate
(15 minutes at room temperature) the wafer is placed in an
oven at 70 °C for a further 45 minutes. 7 mm thick PDMS
squares are then bonded on top of the designed inlets
using an oxygen plasma. To strengthen bonding, the wafer
is placed on a hotplate at 120 °C for 15 minutes. Subse-
quently, the PDMS is carefully detached from the master
mould and diced to form individual devices. Holes for in-
lets and outlets are punched at the desired positions, and
devices cleaned using detergent and deionized water
followed by sonication in methanol for 5 minutes. Devices
are then dried under N2 flow and bonded to PDMS coated
glass cover slips in an oxygen plasma. After waiting one
minute to obtain an adequate bonding strength, a solution
of 5% (v/v) dodecyltriethoxysilane in isopropanol is injected
into the formed microchannels and incubated 5 minutes at
room temperature. The solution is then removed by
connecting the outlet to vacuum and devices placed on a
hotplate at 120 °C for 2 hours. Finally, 2 × 3 mm coverslip
sections are bonded in an air plasma on top of the devices
covering the detection area.

Cell culture and preparation

HL-60 cells are cultured in RPMI 1640 medium,
supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 2 mM
L-glutamine (Invitrogen, UK), 50 U mL−1 penicillin and 50 μg
mL−1 streptomycin (Invitrogen, UK). All cell cultures are
sustained in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere at 37 °C.

Prior to experimentation, cells are washed once with
calcium- and magnesium-free phosphate-buffered saline
(CMF-PBS; Invitrogen, UK), and counted with a
haemocytometer. Cells were then centrifuged and re-
suspended in pre-warmed RPMI medium (without Phenol
red; Invitrogen, UK), at the preferred concentration. Finally,
cells are fed with 17% (v/v) OptiPrep™ density gradient me-
dium (Sigma Aldrich, Switzerland) to avoid undesirable cell
sedimentation over the timescale of experimentation.
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